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1. Is the judiciary diverse (and why not)? 

2. Does a representative judiciary increase legitimacy? 

3. How can we improve judicial diversity? 



Is our judiciary diverse (and why not)?
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Explicit Bias: 
Labeling behavior as unconscious that could just as easily be 
described as explicit means much of contemporary 
discrimination is likely to evade legal liability



Unconscious Bias: 
The bias in judgment and behavior that results from 
subtle cognitive processes that operate below 
conscious awareness and without intentional control



Our brains play tricks on us



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we aren’t intentional, our brains play tricks on us. 









The color of a coffee mug can change the way coffee tastes.



Is there a way to measure this? 









Immaculate perception: Jerry Kang at TEDxSanDiego 2013
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Presentation Notes
Any two concepts that are close in our brain are easy to pair.  The speed of sorting shows how easily our brain pairs them. 



















How did your presenter do? 















Why does it matter? 

(a.k.a. does a representative judiciary
ensure judicial legitimacy?)



“It is ESSENTIAL to such a government that 
it be derived from the great body of the 
society, not from an inconsiderable 
proportion, or a favored class of it . . . .”

The idea that diversity on the 
bench promotes public 
confidence in the legitimacy 
of the courts is as old as our 
nation. 



Modern scholars continue 
to assert similar positions.

“[D]iversity on the bench 
promotes public confidence 
in the legitimacy of the 
courts. It’s not that a judge 
from Iowa is biased in favor 
of Iowa litigants. It’s that if 
all the judges on the Circuit 
are from Iowa, then 
Minnesota litigants or 
Arkansas litigants might 
lose confidence in the 
fairness of the court.” 

- Sherrilyn A. Ifill



What does the research 
tell us?

Presenter
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What does the research tell us about the impact of diversity on judicial legitimacy?



Research suggests that 
public mistrust of the 
justice system breaks 
down along racial lines:

• 1995 nationwide poll shows 
that 66% of Black 
respondents think the justice 
system is racist, while only 
37% of White respondents 
perceive bias.

• A poll by the ABA showed 
that 45% of White lawyers 
believe that less racial bias 
exists in the justice system 
than in the rest of society, 
while more than 90% of Black 
lawyers feel that racism in the 
justice system is either the 
same or greater than in other 
segments of society. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench at 425 n.72 (citing poll reported in USA Today article).Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench at 425 n.72 (citing poll reported in USA Today article).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2010, the Southern Political Science Association published a study by Nancy Scherer and Brett Curry, that specifically looked at the extent to which descriptive race representation enhances the legitimacy of the courtsThe authors explain that there are three leading theories in the social science about institutional legitimacy- procedural justice, which refers to the concept that litigants’ satisfaction with the resolution of their legal dispute was largely influenced by the fairness of the process, rather than the substantive outcome of the dispute.  Greater procedural fairness, the greater the trust in the judicial system.  - substantive representation, which refers to the idea that institutions build legitimacy by garnering public support for their substantive decisions- And the third theory, which was the focus of the study, is the theory that descriptive representation, which is the concept that Gwen Ifill was getting at, wherein the institution reflects the diversity of the society
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But research also suggests 
that fixing this mistrust is 
complicated. 

In a 2010 study, researchers 
found that, for African 
Americans surveyed, there exists 
a strong and positive causal 
relationship between aggregate 
levels of descriptive race 
representation within an 
institution and diffuse support 
for that institution. 

White respondents, however, 
reacted to the experimental 
condition in the opposite 
manner; white diffuse support 
declined when blacks were well-
represented on the bench.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench at 425 n.72 (citing poll reported in USA Today article).Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench at 425 n.72 (citing poll reported in USA Today article).



So, what does the 
research tell us?
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What does the research tell us about the impact of diversity on judicial legitimacy?



How else can 
diversity impact 
the legitimacy 
of the courts?



• They focus more on facts.
• In mock-jury research, diverse panels raised 

more facts related to the case than 
homogenous panels and made fewer factual 
errors while discussing available evidence. 

• They process those facts more carefully. 
• Research suggests that considering the 

perspective of an outsider helps groups 
make the correct decisions (identifying a 
“murderer” in a research game). 

• They are more innovative.
• Companies with more women are more 

likely to introduce radical new innovations 
into the market over a two-year period.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://hbr.org/2016/11/why-diverse-teams-are-smarter In a study published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, scientists assigned 200 people to six-person mock jury panels whose members were either all white or included four white and two black participants. The people were shown a video of a trial of a black defendant and white victims. They then had to decide whether the defendant was guilty.It turned out that the diverse panels raised more facts related to the case than homogenous panels and made fewer factual errors while discussing available evidence. If errors did occur, they were more likely to be corrected during deliberation. One possible reason for this difference was that white jurors on diverse panels recalled evidence more accurately.



One study analyzed approximately 600 business 
decisions made by 200 different business teams in a 
wide variety of companies over two years, using the 
Cloverpop decision-making database.  In general:

• Inclusive teams make better business decisions 
up to 87% of the time.

• Teams that follow an inclusive process make 
decisions 2X faster with 1/2 the meetings.

• Decisions made and executed by diverse teams 
delivered 60% better results.

• Compared to individual decision makers, all-male 
teams make better business decisions 58% of the 
time, while gender diverse teams do so 73% of 
the time. 

• Teams that also include a wide range of ages and 
different geographic locations make better 
business decisions 87% of the time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.forbes.com/sites/eriklarson/2017/09/21/new-research-diversity-inclusion-better-decision-making-at-work/?sh=7e359e884cbf



How do we do better?

(a.k.a. how do we improve judicial diversity?)



Objectivity is not 
the answer. 



Depoliticizing the 
judiciary is key.

Presenter
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Exposure may 
reduce bias.



Merit-Based Judicial selection

- Active recruitment
- Vacancy description and job 

posting
- Training and preparation
- Standardize interviews
- Deliberate deliberately

Presenter
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RecruitmentDeliberate outreach for this particular posting and future postings – help folks get comfortable with the processDescription and postingDetailed description that includes broad job qualifications – what is the committee looking for; how might different backgrounds satisfy those qualitiesMake sure the posting is widely-disseminated – if you post only in one place and only for a short period of time, folks are less likely to see it; you’ll get the usual suspectsEngage other organizations – think broadly about how lawyers get their information – affinity groups, online/LinkedInTraining and preparation for candidatesInfinity is a great exampleBring a diverse group of outsiders who, based on research, are likely to give a variety of feedbackHave insiders – people who previously served on selection commission, retired judges, criminal and civil backgrounds, practitionersStandardize interviewsSet of standard questions that are asked to everyone – remove it from a conversation – less likely to have folks you like because they sound like youEasier to compare candidatesMake sure there’s time for the interviews and convenient – easier now with ZoomTake notes right away – more likely to remember the details and less likely to fall back on biases – thinking slow and not fastDeliberationHave criteria ahead of timeDevelop a procedure for standardized discussions and voting processMake sure all committee members have a chance to be heardConsistent process for everyone



Clerk selection and mentorship

- Broaden your recruiting pool
- Create your own pipeline
- Reduce bias in resume review
- Change your interview processes
- Write down interview impressions
- Give specific and behavioral 

feedback
- Stay connected to your clerks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we talking about clerks?Pipeline for future judgesLegal profession is very trackedObviously working in federal judiciary is coveted Clerks are part of the process for judicial decision making – trusted advisor, undertaking analysisLegitimacy in the courtroom depends not just on the judge but who else is there – goes for clerks, JAAs, etc.Many of the same themes for judicial selection applyCouple of differencesReduce bias in resume review – is there a way to do a double resume review: one where identifying features are removed and one (of same candidates) where they aren’tStudy of memos reviewed – identical memos but black-sounded name versus white sounding name – black sounding names got worse scores and also comments – can’t believe this person went to NYU vs shows significant promisConsider how to broaden the definition of diversity – not just talking about race/ethnicity/gender – law school, geographic region, undergraduate institution, life experience – how can these folks add to the richness of the judicial process – how might they challenge you



What can you do in the 
courtroom? 
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Ten Commandments - be kindBe patient Be dignifiedDon’t take yourself too seriouslyRemember that a lazy judge is a poor judgeDon’t be dismayed when reversedRemember there are no unimportant casesDon’t impose long sentencesDon’t forget your common sensePray for divine guidanceProceduresConsider having practice pointers that permit splitting arguments and encourage the person who wrote the briefs do the argumentClients need to know that’s ok for the judgePerson who wrote the brief is more likely to be a person with a diverse background – women and attorneys of color need opportunities to build client trustCaution: if your practice pointers are focused solely on giving diverse attorneys opportunity, some may (wrongly) assume that the lawyer is less qualified or unqualifiedBias jury instruction or videoRemind self of bias – not self punishment but acknowledgement that we’re all taking in stereotypes etc



Embrace (and enhance) Judge 
Devitt’s Ten Commandments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ten Commandments - be kindBe patient Be dignifiedDon’t take yourself too seriously – consider that when the judge wrote this in 1961 (60 years ago!), he emphasized that although selection to the federal bench was political, it had become less so over the years – and he credited the ABA; this is consistent with the practical advice that we’re talking about Remember that a lazy judge is a poor judgeDon’t be dismayed when reversedRemember there are no unimportant cases – the judge pointed out how important it is to avoid disparities in sentences for the same offence – he wasn’t talking about race, but the message is still the sameDon’t impose long sentencesDon’t forget your common sensePray for divine guidance



Other Practical Tips

- Create procedures that 
address bias
- Split arguments
- Jury bias info
- Big decisions early in 

the day
- Practice empathy
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ProceduresConsider having practice pointers that permit splitting arguments and encourage the person who wrote the briefs do the argumentClients need to know that’s ok for the judgePerson who wrote the brief is more likely to be a person with a diverse background – women and attorneys of color need opportunities to build client trustCaution: if your practice pointers are focused solely on giving diverse attorneys opportunity, some may (wrongly) assume that the lawyer is less qualified or unqualifiedBias jury instruction or videoRemind self of bias – not self punishment but acknowledgement that we’re all taking in stereotypes etcMake big decisions – sentencing, SJ – early in the dayEmpathyConsider a moment when someone made you feel included or surprised you by remembering something important to youFor me: an important person – like a judge – remembers my nameOr someone wishes me Shana Tovah – shows that they know I’m Jewish, know it’s a holiday, and spent time figuring out what an appropriate greeting isFeel positive feelings about that person and about how they interact with meMoments in a courtroom where you can do that – Kindness and being dignified for Judge DevittUse of someone’s chosen pronoun – not because it’s PC or someone told you to, but because that’s how the person refers to themselves – great Washington Post piece from a professor at Michigan – grammar rules change but really about being kind – call someone Mary if that’s what they want to be calledConsider that your
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Thank You!

Sybil Dunlop
sdunlop@greeneespel.com

Jenny Gassman-Pines
jgassman-pines@greeneespel.com

Lola Velazquez-Aguilu
lola.velazquez-aguilu@medtronic.com
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